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When people should go to the book stores, search opening by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in reality
problematic. This is why we provide the books compilations in this website. It will extremely ease
you to see guide Nigerian Law School Result 2013 Bar 2 as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you truly want, you can discover them rapidly.
In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be all best area within net connections. If
you direct to download and install the Nigerian Law School Result 2013 Bar 2 , it is enormously
simple then, before currently we extend the member to purchase and make bargains to download
and install Nigerian Law School Result 2013 Bar 2 correspondingly simple!

Impeachment in the Nigerian Presidential
System - Omololu Fagbadebo 2020-08-26
This book explores the politics associated with
the exercise of the legislative power of
impeachment as intended by the drafters of the
Constitution in Nigeria. It interrogates the
exercise of the power of impeachment with
nigerian-law-school-result-2013-bar-2

reference to the intended purpose and examines
its failures in the cases of impeachment in the
country. It analyzes the interplay of power in the
governing institutions in Nigeria’s political
system, which involved the understanding of a
web of interactions among elites within a
political structure relating with others outside
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its sphere of operation. It presents an analysis of
the politics associated with impeachment within
the framework of the activities of different
political actors operating in different political
structures assigned to perform certain statutory
roles in the political system. The book shows
how the selective use of impeachment provisions
as instrument of political vendetta and
harassment has weakened the potency of this
oversight power of the legislature thereby
engendering accountability problem in the
Nigerian presidential system.
An Almanac of Contemporary and Continuum of
Jurisprudential Restatements - 'lai Oshitokunbo
Oshisanya 2022-07-10
A Compendium of Jurisprudential Annotations of
Cases with Treaties, Statutes, Rules and
Commentaries
Failing Law Schools - Brian Z. Tamanaha
2012-06-18
On the surface, law schools today are thriving.
Enrollments are on the rise, and their resources
nigerian-law-school-result-2013-bar-2

are often the envy of every other university
department. Law professors are among the
highest paid and play key roles as public
intellectuals, advisers, and government officials.
Yet behind the flourishing facade, law schools
are failing abjectly. Recent front-page stories
have detailed widespread dubious practices,
including false reporting of LSAT and GPA
scores, misleading placement reports, and the
fundamental failure to prepare graduates to
enter the profession. Addressing all these
problems and more in a ringing critique is
renowned legal scholar Brian Z. Tamanaha.
Piece by piece, Tamanaha lays out the how and
why of the crisis and the likely consequences if
the current trend continues. The out-of-pocket
cost of obtaining a law degree at many schools
now approaches $200,000. The average law
school graduate’s debt is around $100,000—the
highest it has ever been—while the legal job
market is the worst in decades, with the scarce
jobs offering starting salaries well below what is
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needed to handle such a debt load. At the heart
of the problem, Tamanaha argues, are the
economic demands and competitive pressures on
law schools—driven by competition over U.S.
News and World Report ranking. When paired
with a lack of regulatory oversight, the work
environment of professors, the limited
information available to prospective students,
and loan-based tuition financing, the result is a
system that is fundamentally unsustainable.
Growing concern with the crisis in legal
education has led to high-profile coverage in the
Wall Street Journal and the New York Times,
and many observers expect it soon will be the
focus of congressional scrutiny. Bringing to the
table his years of experience from within the
legal academy, Tamanaha has provided the
perfect resource for assessing what’s wrong with
law schools and figuring out how to fix them.
Directory of Corporate Counsel, Fall 2020
Edition (2 vols) - Wolters Kluwer Editorial Staff
2020-08-21
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The Directory of Corporate Counsel, Fall 2020
Edition remains the only comprehensive source
for information on the corporate law
departments and practitioners of the companies
of the United States and Canada. Profiling over
30,000 attorneys and more than 12,000
companies, it supplies complete, uniform listings
compiled through a major research effort,
including information on company organization,
department structure and hierarchy, and the
background and specialties of the attorneys.
This newly revised two volume edition is easier
to use than ever before and includes five quicksearch indexes to simplify your search:
Corporations and Organizations Index
Geographic Index Attorney Index Law School
Alumni Index Nonprofit Organizations Index
Former 2016 -2017 Edition: ISBN
9781454871798 Former 2015 - 2016 Edition:
ISBN 9781454856535 Former 2014 - 2015
Edition: ISBN 9781454843474 Former 2013
-2014 Edition: ISBN #9781454825913 Former
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2012 -2013 Edition: ISBN #9781454809593
Former 2017-2018 Edition: ISBN
#9781454884460 Former 2018 Mid-Year
Edition: ISBN #9781454889250 Former 2019
Edition ISBN #9781543803488 Former 2020
Edition: ISBN #9781543810295¿
Nigerian Legal Methods - C. C. Ohuruogu
2013-09-27
This text is a collection of writings on assigned
topics by some scholars and lecturers in the
Faculty of Law at Benson Idahosa University and
those invited from outside the university. The
idea to write a text for use in the study of legal
methods for law students was borne out of the
desire to present a range of updated material in
this area of study. The focus of this text is
Nigeria. The book is written in simple, easy-tounderstand language, and meant essentially for
law students in the first year of the five year
course in Law, as structured by the National
Universities Commission (NUC). Nevertheless,
persons who are in need of information or
nigerian-law-school-result-2013-bar-2

education on different aspects of the Nigerian
legal process will also find aspects of the text
useful. The contributors come from diverse
backgrounds and experiences, which is reflected
in their styles of presentation. However, each
has endeavoured to present the assigned topic in
such a form as to enhance comprehension by the
primary beneficiaries. The inclusion of chapters
on advocacy and mooting skills, as well as
examination skills and strategies, makes this text
unique, and allows it to offer more detailed
analysis than existing texts in Nigeria provide.
Congressional Record Pan African Spaces - Msia Kibona Clark
2018-12-11
This book examines the transcultural nature of
Black and African identities, globally based on
the shifting identities and experiences that have
been precipitated by increased migration by
Africans and African diasporans.
Social Problems - Maxine P. Atkinson 2019-12-04
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Wake up your social problems classes! Social
Problems: Sociology in Action helps your
students learn sociology by doing sociology.
Social Problems will inspire your students to do
sociology through real-world activities designed
to increase learning, retention, and engagement
with course material.
The Problem With Immigrants - Derek Laud
2015-01-27
In modern Britain, barely a day goes by without
a politician, pundit, paper or pub-goer launching
into a tirade about 'the problem with
immigrants' and what should be done to tackle
it. High unemployment, overcrowded schools,
benefit scrounging, housing shortages, stretched
healthcare services ... pretty much every issue
facing the country today seems to be pinned on
immigration - but is it really a problem at all? In
this fascinating book, Derek Laud sets out to
challenge the widespread misconceptions and
prejudices surrounding those who have
relocated to the UK. He examines the social,
nigerian-law-school-result-2013-bar-2

economic and cultural impact of immigration
across the centuries, and addresses the question
of why some ethnic communities struggle here
while others thrive. An insightful, thoughtprovoking and timely examination of one of the
most significant issues of our time, this is an
indispensable and refreshingly nuanced
contribution to the immigration debate.
Social Justice and Legal Education - Chris
Ashford 2019-01-15
Recent years have seen social justice emerge as
a powerful driver for work, both in law schools
and the legal services sector. However,
questions remain about how that term is
understood and given meaning within the legal
academy and beyond. This edited collection
explores the meanings that have emerged and
might subsequently be developed, together with
a practical exploration of projects that have
sought to bring the social justice agenda to life
in law schools and in communities around the
world. Over the course of eighteen chapters, this
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volume engages with a range of social justice
and legal education themes, including clinical
legal education, innocence projects, access to
justice, cause lawyering, LGBTQ identities, and
sustainability in law schools. In addition, it also
explores themes of ethics and values in
contemporary legal education in Africa,
Australia, North America, and the UK.
Global Politics and Violent Non-state Actors Natasha Ezrow 2017-03-13
With inclusion of theories and causal factors for
context, plenty of case studies for real-world
application, and pedagogical features to
encourage engagement, this book’s coverage
also goes far beyond the traditional focus on
terrorist groups to provide readers with a
stimulating and wide-ranging introduction to the
subject
Interreligious Curriculum for Peace Education in
Nigeria - Isaiah Ekundayo Dada 2019-04-18
Nigeria, a country under a military regime for
several years, transitioned to a civilian regime in
nigerian-law-school-result-2013-bar-2

May 1999. Since this change, violent conflicts
between Christians and Muslims have continued
to erupt. They constitute one of the gravest
dangers facing Nigeria, a country with a
population of 189 million people. What have
Nigerian religious leaders done about this
situation, especially in educational circles? Have
they received formal educational training to
understand the causes of this violence and
especially how to provide alternatives for more
peaceful relations within Nigeria? Does the
current educational system in Nigeria provide
the main ingredients for the promotion of a
culture of peace? The absence and neglect of
interreligious peace education as part of a peace
education core program and the lack of an
interreligious curriculum for peace education in
the training of religious leaders are the two
problems contributing towards the lack of
effectiveness of religious leaders in promoting
less violent and more peaceful living. The
solution to the problem is proposed in this book
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entitled Interreligious Curriculum for Peace
Education in Nigeria. The book develops a oneyear curriculum, building on Yoruba, Islamic &
Christian conceptions of peace, and teaches how
to create safe, caring, spiritual, peaceful and
successful interfaith relationships between all
Nigerian religious communities. In the long
term, the book helps to educate religious leaders
to contribute, in themselves and with the help of
their respective religious communities, to
reducing the growing religious violence in
Nigeria.
Lawyering With Integrity: Essays In Honour of
Ernest Ojukwu, SAN - Sam Erugo 2018-05-20
Lawyering with Integrity is presented as a
collection of essays in appreciation of the
profound contributions of a Nigerian agent of
change in legal education and the profession,
Professor Ernest Ojukwu, SAN. Ernest or
"Teacher" as he is fondly called is renowned as a
great law teacher, and more specifically for legal
education reforms, and institutionalization of
nigerian-law-school-result-2013-bar-2

clinical legal education, ethics and professional
integrity advocacy. This Teacher's illustrious
work has thrown him into limelight in the
international legal education community. He is a
great law teacher, lawyer and administrator,
elevated to the revered rank of Senior Advocate
of Nigeria in 2014 in recognition of his
contributions to legal academics in Nigeria. As
the title suggests, the subject of this collection
has carried on with integrity, and demonstrating
and preaching values, especially integrity. He is
our model of lawyering with integrity as
endorsed by most contributors here.
"Eat the Heart of the Infidel" - Andrew
Walker 2018-04-01
Boko Haram's appetite for violence and
kidnapping women has thrust them to the top of
the global news agenda. In a few years they all
but severed parts of Nigeria-Africa's most
populous state and largest economy-from the
hands of the government. When Boko Haram
speaks, the world sees a grimacing ranting
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demagogue who taunts viewers claiming he will
'eat the heart of the infidels' and calling on
Nigerians to reject their corrupt democracy and
return to a 'pure' form of Islam. Thousands have
been slaughtered in their campaign of
purification which has evolved through a fiveyear bloody civil war. Civilians are trapped
between the militants and the military and feel
preyed upon by both. Boko Haram did not
emerge fully formed. In Northern Nigeria, which
has witnessed many caliphates in the past,
radical ideas flourish and strange sects are
common. For decades, Nigeria's politicians and
oligarchs fed on the resources of a state buoyed
by oil and turned public institutions into spoons
for the pot. When the going was good it didn't
matter. But now a new ravenous force threatens
Nigeria.
Federal Jurisdiction and Procedure - William
Arden Maury 1896
Technological Advancements in Library
nigerian-law-school-result-2013-bar-2

Service Innovation - Lamba, Manika
2022-02-04
Innovations in library services are rapidly
developing within numerous areas including
building design, program and event planning,
patron experience and engagement, literacy
program development, and administration and
management. To ensure these changes are
implemented and considered successfully, a
closer look at the challenges, trends, and
practices of these innovations is crucial.
Technological Advancements in Library Service
Innovation examines the recent activities of
successful and groundbreaking research and
practices around the world surrounding library
service innovation and presents various forwardthinking initiatives. It also provides an overview
of libraries’ successful experiences, identifies
emerging global themes and trends, and offers
guidance to library practitioners on how to
pursue the recent trends in their own library
environment. Covering topics such as technology
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adoption and organizational structures, this
book is ideal for library professionals,
researchers, academicians, instructors, and
students.
Terrorism, 2013-2015 - Edward Mickolus
2016-08-04
This second comprehensive chronology of
international terrorist attacks covers three
eventful years during which the Islamic State
supplanted al-Qaeda as the most active, wellfinanced and well-armed terrorist group
worldwide. Domestic and international incidents
around the globe are covered, outlining several
trends and exploding a number of media myths.
The author examines the enigmas of
contemporary terrorist behavior and offers
indicators and predictions to watch for in the
coming years.
Current Law Index - 2004
Azinge: Born to Serve - Ifeoha Azikiwe
2022-06-08
nigerian-law-school-result-2013-bar-2

Epiphany Chigbogu Azinge is an erudite
Professor of Constitutional Law with admirable
scholarly attributes: 42 years at the bar; 42
years in crowded lecture halls, impacting
knowledge and building prodigies at the Bar and
Bench. “Born To Serve” chronicles the “Aba
Boy” at 66, and his services from formative years
to retirement as Director General, Nigerian
Institute of Advanced Legal Studies, - “Nigerian
Law Abode,” – the apex of legal education in
Nigeria. He is currently among the jurists of the
Commonwealth Secretariat Arbitral Tribunal in
London, representing Nigeria. Every stage of his
life is eventful. At St. Patrick’s College, Asaba,
he once declared a “state of emergency” as a
school prefect, and graduated tops. At the
London School of Economics where he acquired
his doctorate, he became popular as “Zinge,”
due to his intellect, and earned a distinction. He
has grown unimaginably in status to become a
man of exemplary character and great
achievements in public administration,
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philanthropy and service to God and humanity.
Azinge served three attorneys general, and
ministers of justice as special assistant and legal
adviser at Nigeria’s most challenging period in
history, covering draconian military regimes of
Ibrahim Babangida and Sani Abacha. He recalls
sadly, June 12 1993, the execution of the “Ogoni
Nine,” and the Bakassi border dispute that
Nigeria lost to Cameroun.
Republican Populist - Charles J. Holden
2019-10-28
Typically a maligned figure in American political
history, former vice president Spiro T. Agnew is
often overlooked. Although he is largely
remembered for his alliterative speeches,
attacks on the media and East Coast
intellectuals, and his resignation from office in
1973 in the wake of tax evasion charges, Agnew
had a significant impact on the modern
Republican Party that is underappreciated. It is
impossible, in fact, to understand the current
internal struggles of the Republican Party
nigerian-law-school-result-2013-bar-2

without understanding this populist "everyman"
and prototypical middle-class striver who was
one of the first proponents of what would
become the ideology of Donald Trump’s GOP.
Republican Populist examines Agnew’s efforts to
make the Republican Party representative of the
"silent majority." Under the tutelage of a group
of talented speechwriters assigned to Agnew by
President Richard Nixon including Pat Buchanan
and William Safire, Agnew crafted the populisttinged, anti-establishment rhetoric that helped
turn the Republican Party into a powerful
national electoral force that has come to define
American politics into the current era. A
fascinating political portrait of Agnew from his
pre–vice presidential career through his scandaldriven fall from office and beyond, this book is a
revelatory examination of Agnew’s role as one of
the founding fathers of the modern Republican
Party and of the link between Agnew’s "people’s
party" and the fraught party of populists and
businessmen today.
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National Assembly Journal - Nigeria. National
Assembly 2013
International Handbook for Policy Research on
School-Based Counseling - John C. Carey
2017-10-04
This handbook examines policy research on
school counseling across a wide range of
countries and offers guidelines for developing
counseling research and practice standards
worldwide. It identifies the vital role of
counseling in enhancing students’ educational
performance and general wellbeing, and
explores effective methods for conducting policy
research, with practical examples. Chapters
present the current state of school-based
counseling and policy from various countries,
focusing on national and regional needs, as well
as opportunities for collaboration between
advocates and policymakers. By addressing gaps
in policy knowledge and counselor training, the
Handbook discusses both the diversity of
nigerian-law-school-result-2013-bar-2

prominent issues and the universality of its
major objectives. Topics featured in this
handbook include: The use of scoping reviews to
document and synthesize current practices in
school-based counseling. Contemporary public
policy on school-based counseling in Latin
America. Policy, capacity building, and schoolbased counseling in Eastern/Southern Africa.
Public policy, policy research, and school
counseling in Middle Eastern countries. Policy
and policy research on school-based counseling
in the United Kingdom. Policy research on
school-based counseling in the United States.
The International Handbook for Policy Research
in School-Based Counseling is a must-have
resource for researchers, graduate students,
clinicians, and related professionals and
practitioners in child and school psychology,
educational policy and politics, social work,
psychotherapy, and counseling as well as related
disciplines.
Congressional Record - United States.
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Congress 2012
Acts: An Exegetical Commentary : Volume 2 Craig S. Keener 2013-10-15
Highly respected New Testament scholar Craig
Keener is known for his meticulous and
comprehensive research. This commentary on
Acts, his magnum opus, may be the largest and
most thoroughly documented Acts commentary
available. Useful not only for the study of Acts
but also early Christianity, this work sets Acts in
its first-century context. In this volume, the
second of four, Keener continues his detailed
exegesis of Acts, utilizing an unparalleled range
of ancient sources and offering a wealth of fresh
insights. This magisterial commentary will be an
invaluable resource for New Testament
professors and students, pastors, Acts scholars,
and libraries.
Books in Series - 1985
Vols. for 1980- issued in three parts: Series,
Authors, and Titles.
nigerian-law-school-result-2013-bar-2

A Handbook of Legal Education in Nigeria Emiri, Oghenemaro Festus 2018-05-22
This book is on the nature and practice of legal
education in Nigeria, with comparative material
sometimes deployed to shed light on current
local situation. The primary goal of legal
education is to prepare students for the
profession. To do this, a faculty will need to pay
attention to a theory of learning to guide it in
implementing a programme that will serve the
mission. It is hoped that the basic information
here provided on the basic structure and content
oflegal education and ensuing challenges should
point in more fruitful directions to all in the legal
profession in Nigeria.
The World Factbook - 2012
Stakeholders, Governance and Responsibility Shahla Seifi 2018-09-14
This book re-examines the relationships between
stakeholders, governance and corporate social
responsibility. It address different aspects of
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these relationships from a wide international
and interdisciplinary perspective.
Terrorism - David Lowe 2018-03-09
Terrorism: Law and Policy provides a
comprehensive socio-legal analysis of issues
related to terrorist activity. Aimed at both
undergraduate and postgraduate students, the
book takes a comparative approach to the law
related to terrorism in a number of states,
mainly those in Europe, North America,
Australia and New Zealand. Beginning with an
examination of the background to various
currently active terrorist groups, the book
focuses on those groups which are currently
active and which pose a threat to security,
especially at the international level. The
chapters take the reader through the legal
definitions of terrorism contained in various
states’ statutory provisions and examine how the
courts have interpreted terrorism in those
states’ jurisdictions. The main aim of any
terrorist investigation is prevention and so the
nigerian-law-school-result-2013-bar-2

book examines the various statutory
preventative measures that states have
introduced and explores the legal issues
surrounding surveillance, terrorism intelligence
exchange, radicalisation, use of social media,
quasi-criminal provisions, asset-freezing and the
nexus between terrorist activity and organised
crime. Bringing together a number of themes
related to terrorism and security from a uniquely
legal perspective, this book builds a comparative
picture of the legal counter-terrorism
interventions states are adopting to increase cooperation and adopt a more united approach in
the face of the international terrorism threat.
Host Bibliographic Record for Boundwith
Item Barcode 30112033788453 and Others 2013
After the JD - Ronit Dinovitzer 2004
"The After the JD project will track the
professional lives of more than 5,000 lawyers
during their first ten years after law school.
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Whilemost of the project will unfold in coming
years, the data presented here provide a first
snapshot of the stratified random national
sample, based on questionnaires administered
two to three years into the new lawyers' careers.
The findings presented here will be elaborated
and augmented through face-to-face interviews
with a sub-sample of roughly 10% of the survey
respondents. Building on this first wave, the
future work of AJD will employ follow-up
questionnaires and personal interviews six and
ten years into the respondents' careers. When
completed, it will be the first national study of
the factors -- personal and professional -- that
account for the wide spectrum of legal careers
and experiences"--Introduction.
The Law of Debtors and Creditors - Elizabeth
Warren 1991
State-Sanctioned Violence - Melvin Delgado
2020
"A book on a controversial topic such as U.S.
nigerian-law-school-result-2013-bar-2

state sanctioned violence questions many of our
basic assumptions we hold true. The importance
of violence is well attested to by Oxford
University Press devoting a Book Series on
Interpersonal Violence. However, state
sanctioned violence in the U.S. is not, for
example. The saying "The truth will set you free,
but first it will make you miserable" comes to
mind in writing this book because it holds
personal meaning for me that goes beyond being
a social worker and a person of color (Latinx).
The basic premise and interconnectedness of the
themes in this book were reinforced and
expanded in the course of writing. Bonilla-Silva
(2019, p. 14) states "We are living, once again,
in strange racial times," and yes, indeed, we are.
My hope is that readers appreciate the
numerous threads between themes, some of
which have not gotten close attention by the
general public and scholars. Harris and Hodge
(2017), for example, adeptly interconnect
environmental, food, and school-to-pipeline
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among urban youth of color, illustrating how
oppressions converge. Future scholarship will
connect even more dots to create the mosaic
that constitutes state sanctioned violence. I was
relieved to see the extent of scholarship on the
topics addressed in this book. Bringing to
together this literature, public reports, and the
experiences from those currently dealing with
state sponsored violence, allowed for a
consistent narrative to unfold. Writing a book is
always a process of discovery. There is a body of
scholarship to buttress the central arguments of
this book, but no such literature addressing the
structural interconnectedness of the types of
state sanctioned violence for social work. The
socio-political interactional consequences of
place, time, people, and events, sets a socialpolitical context that is understood by social
workers and makes our mission distinctive
because of this grounding. Viewing state
sanctioned violence, including its laws and
policies, within this prism allows us to develop a
nigerian-law-school-result-2013-bar-2

vision or charge that can unite us, as well as a
deeper commitment to working with oppressed
groups in seeking social justice. Social work is
not exempt from having a role in state
sanctioned violence. We only to delve into the
profession's history and evolution to appreciate
how we have reinforced a state sanctioned
violence agenda, wittingly or unwittingly.
Practice is never apolitical; they either support a
state sanctioned violence narrative or resist it
with counter-narratives. Social work must be
vigilant of how we support state violence.
Practice is never apolitical; they either support a
state sanctioned violence narrative or resist it
with counter-narratives"-The World Factbook 2012-13 - Central
Intelligence Agency 2013-01-04
In general, information available as of May 1,
2012 was used in the preparation of this edition.
Provides brief information on the geography,
people, government, economy, communications,
and defense of countries and regions around the
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world. Contains information on international
organizations. Designed to meet the specific
requirements of United States Government
Officials in style, format, coverage, and content.
Includes 4 unattached maps, dated June 2012
and October 2012. The October 2012 map is of
the world oceans.
The Future of Tradition - Leon Shaskolsky
Sheleff 2013-09-05
"First Published in 2000, Routledge is an imprint
of Taylor & Francis, an informa company."
Taxation of Digital Activities. An Evaluation of
the Nigerian Approach in a Global Context - Joel
Odili 2021-11-09
Essay from the year 2020 in the subject Law Tax / Fiscal Law, grade: 5.0, University of Lagos
(Law), course: Tax Law, language: English,
abstract: The digital market, having grown to be
one of the most lucrative globally, has prompted
the desires of governments across the world to
tax the profit that emerges from their territory
because of these digital activities. However, due
nigerian-law-school-result-2013-bar-2

to the lack of physical presence of the NonResident Companies (being the major suppliers
of digital services in Nigeria), taxation of the
said activities have proven difficult. Being a key
factor necessitating the shift from the old regime
of taxing NRCs under section 13 of Companies
Income Tax Act (CITA), to the enactment of the
Finance Act 2019 which came into force on 13
January 2020.
3D Echocardiography - Takahiro Shiota
2020-12-30
Since the publication of the second edition of
this volume, 3D echocardiography has
penetrated the clinical arena and become an
indispensable tool for patient care. The previous
edition, which was highly commended at the
British Medical Book Awards, has been updated
with recent publications and improved images.
This third edition has added important new
topics such as 3D Printing, Surgical and
Transcatheter Management, Artificial Valves,
and Infective Endocarditis. The book begins by
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describing the principles of 3D
echocardiography, then proceeds to discuss its
application to the imaging of • Left and Right
Ventricle, Stress Echocardiography • Left
Atrium, Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy • Mitral
Regurgitation with Surgical and Nonsurgical
Procedures • Mitral Stenosis and Percutaneous
Mitral Valvuloplasty • Aortic Stenosis with TAVI
/ TAVR • Aortic and Tricuspid Regurgitation •
Adult Congenital Heart Disease, Aorta • Speckle
Tracking, Cardiac Masses, Atrial Fibrillation
KEY FEATURES • One-click view of highresolution 3D/2D images and movies in a
supplemental eBook • In-depth clinical
experiences of the use of 3D/2D echo by world
experts • Latest findings to demonstrate clinical
values of 3D over 2D echo
Campaigning for Children - Jo Becker
2017-08-15
Advocates within the growing field of children's
rights have designed dynamic campaigns to
protect and promote children's rights. This
nigerian-law-school-result-2013-bar-2

expanding body of international law and
jurisprudence, however, lacks a core text that
provides an up-to-date look at current children's
rights issues, the evolution of children's rights
law, and the efficacy of efforts to protect
children. Campaigning for Children focuses on
contemporary children's rights, identifying the
range of abuses that affect children today,
including early marriage, female genital
mutilation, child labor, child sex tourism,
corporal punishment, the impact of armed
conflict, and access to education. Jo Becker
traces the last 25 years of the children's rights
movement, including the evolution of
international laws and standards to protect
children from abuse and exploitation. From a
practitioner's perspective, Becker provides
readers with careful case studies of the
organizations and campaigns that are making a
difference in the lives of children, and the
relevant strategies that have been successful—or
not. By presenting a variety of approaches to
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deal with each issue, this book carefully teases
out broader lessons for effective social change in
the field of children's rights.
Aging in the Global South - Maria Carinnes P.
Alejandria-Gonzalez 2018-12-18
This book explores how the forces of
development have shaped the experience of
aging in countries in the global south. It points
to the challenges and opportunities that lie in
developing innovative, sustainable programs to
support elderly care services.
The Routledge Handbook of African Law Muna Ndulo 2021-11-24
The Routledge Handbook of African Law
provides a comprehensive, critical overview of
the contemporary legal terrain in Africa. The
international team of expert contributors adopt

nigerian-law-school-result-2013-bar-2

an analytical and comparative approach so that
readers can see the nexus between different
jurisdictions and different legal traditions across
the continent. The volume is divided into five
parts covering: Legal Pluralism and African
Legal Systems The State, Institutions,
Constitutionalism, and Democratic Governance
Economic Development, Technology, Trade, and
Investment Human Rights, Gender-Based
Violence, and Access to Justice International
Law, Institutions, and International Criminal
Law Providing important insights into both the
specific contexts of African legal systems and
the ways in which these legal traditions intersect
with the wider world, this handbook will be an
essential resource for academics, researchers,
lawyers, and graduate and undergraduate
students studying this ever-evolving field.
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